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Arts Fellowship

of

the

Royal photographers - how to express light and

Photographic Society in 2008 and another dark in a meaningful relationship. We are
Fellowship (Travel) during 2012. He has surrounded by Nature's innate creativity
served on the RPS Visual Arts panel and is a bursting with vigour.

It's easy to feel

current member of the Pictorial Panel. He daunted by this boundless beauty, but our
was elected to the London Salon in 2016 discussions this coming Thursday could
and is a member of Arena. Solo exhibitions help to clear our visions and help us to find
of Steve's work have been held in Cuba, the story in the ordinary.
London, Scotland and Bath and he has been
involved with numerous other international Our external resources are about cultural
exhibitions. He is a past winner of the AOP differences. Firstly, we look at America 'In a
Open Award. Best known for his black-and- Trance' and then as a contrast, we get the
white

Cuban

images,

he

currently feeling

of

being

overwhelmed

by

concentrates on street photography with consumerism in China.
the mixed medium of film and digital. Take
a sneak peek at his website galleries .

You don't have to leave home to comment
on society. Tessa will bring pictures taken
in the garden, and some 'over-the-wall'
images from her suburbia series.
Clive will explain and illustrate how having
a project or projects running in the
background will always provide a source for

We look forward to seeing what you have to
share and a fascinating discussion on visual
communication and the technical ideas and
skills that enable storytelling.

inspiration and seeing.

Image format & size

Tessa Mills FRPS
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As a reminder, please have a maximum of ten
images or prints as your principal discussion
material.

Contemporary Group

PDIs - please place images into

Folder 'A' with your name. If you would like

We meet on Thursday 4 April at 7.30 pm

to show more, create a second folder 'B' also

at the Royal British Legion, Cornmeadow

labelled with your name. This gives a 'main'

Lane, WR3 7RL. (See right)

and 'reserve' set for the session. Should you
wish to show an AV of modest length, please

All members are welcome. £2 inc

do so, (absolute maximum of 7 minutes).

refreshments. Bar also available.
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CPG (cont)

AV news

Please let Clive know if you are contributing Our annual Audio-visual Competition proved to be a fun-packed evening, which, because
images (prints, PDI or AV). It would further of its popularity, ran over the allotted time somewhat. We had twenty very varied entries
help us if PDI images are presented as JPEGs this year, ranging from comedy to the abstract; our very experienced AV judge Malcolm
with a maximum size of 1600(w) x 1200(h) Imhoff was very impressed with both the variety and quality of the entries.
pixels. Please note this size as it really does
help that images aren't larger.

The competition was split into two sections this year for the first time, Photo Harmony and
an Open section. (Full results here - Open and Photo Harmony.)

If you are contributing an AV, please also let
Clive have two representative images at the My sincere congratulations go to Peter Young, who topped both categories with his very
size above. The format for images and AVs clever sequences, “Multi-storey” which won the Open section and his intriguing
makes it speedier to load on the night and
much more efficient when putting the gallery
of images together for the CPG Newsletter.
Tessa and Clive.
Defensive structure, Clive Haynes FRPS

Peter Young: images from Multi-storey

“Evolution” Photo Harmony winner.
An extra trophy has been introduced this year for the Photo Harmony section. Andrew
Gagg, himself a master of AV production, very kindly donated a trophy for this category; I
have expressed the club’s sincere thanks to Andrew for his kindness. Andrew and I
discussed the naming of the trophy and we
decided that it should be called the “Henry

Annual Club Show

Tomsett Award”. We both believe this

Alex Isaacs LRPS collecting well-earned silverware at

connection to be very appropriate, and the

the 2017 show.

trophy is engraved “In memory of a
gentleman”.
AV news continues, as on Thursday evening
at the very well attended AV group
meeting,

members

were

full

of

enthusiasm for our very own duo, Martin
and James who entertained and educated

Do remember to see Anne Burrows for

us. James demonstrated his methods of

your tickets for the ploughman's supper at

creating Audio-visuals using his Mac with

the Annual Club Show on 30 April. Cost

FotoMagico 5. James used some of his truly

£6, cash only and correct money if possible

fantastic images from his visit to Namibia to

please!

reveal his composition methods. Martin
demonstrated his use of ProShow Producer

Usual arrangements, 7.30 start for those
eating and 8.30 for anyone else who just
wishes to see the show.

on a Windows system, this continued after
the refreshment break, we were all
enthralled by both performances.
Members’ sequences followed and once
again we were over-subscribed; those we
didn’t manage to squeeze in we will
project at the next meeting and will be
Presentations at the 2017 Show. Images R Bourne.
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first in line for showing.

AV Congratulations!
Two more of Peter Young’s images, this time from Evolution.
Bravo on your double win, Peter!

Church hall roof leaves

Willow yarn

Congratulations to Eric Williams on a ‘double’ achievement too - his AVs in the Open section netted both 2nd and third places with Lunar
Eclipse and People of the Forest. Martin Addison and Ruth Bourne took second and third places in Photo Harmonywith Misty and The
Numinous respectively.
Well done and thanks to all who entered and made for such an entertaining and varied evening.
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MidPhot Congratulations!
We offer slightly belated but nonetheless hearty congratulations to Terry Wells on his two splendid MidPhot acceptances below, Oneeyed gent and A moment in time.
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WCC at KCC
On Wednesday evening, 27th March, a group
of WCC members visited our near neighbour,
Kempsey Camera Club. This was a 'return
match' following the visit in 2018 when
members from KCC presented a range of
their work at WCC. As fortune would have it,
for various reasons, many KCC members
were unable to attend. Although a small
club they form an enthusiastic group.
After an introduction by Paul Mann, Clive
Haynes

'opened

the

batting'

with

a

presentation about WCC's Diploma Scheme
featuring

Wiola

Ryczkowska's

General

Diploma panel of prints as an example of
what the scheme can provide for members.
Gill Haynes followed by describing her progress through the scheme,
focusing upon her Landscape Panel for the Specialised Diploma.
AVs were a feature of the evening with work from Janet Sprason,
Martin Addison and Barrie Glover.

Both Janet and Barrie also

showed PDIs to illustrate their individual approaches to photography.

Clive's second contribution was an introduction to Infrared
Photography which included a set of 3D (anaglyph) images which
many people found to be very different and intriguing.
Colin Nash transported the audience to Bolivia with a splendid set
of 'travel pictures' which gave a tantalising glimpse of this rugged
country and in particular, the world’s largest salt flat, the Salar de
Uyuni, set amid the Andes in southwest Bolivia.
Terry Wells, resplendent in his US Army major's uniform,
transported us back to WWII days through his set of 1940's reenactment pictures, showing good variety and a 'cast of
characters'.
Duncan Locke presented the finale for the evening with his
excellent set of images illustrating aspects of the wonderful
wildlife to be discovered within the beautiful landscapes of Japan.
This was a very full and action-packed session thoroughly enjoyed
by KCC members and the WCC contingent alike.
Clive Haynes
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WCC Exhibition of Prints at Spetchley Gardens 3 - 23 April
WCC is proud to present a second exhibition of prints in the Learning
Centre at Spetchley Gardens. Eight members have contributed 47 prints
depicting aspects of the gardens throughout the seasons of the year.
Kate Rank, Operations and Development Manager for Spetchley Park said
"The pictures are lovely. The exhibition is a beautiful way for visitors to
experience the wealth of detail and wonderful colour the gardens have to
offer. The range of splendid prints showing the gardens in all seasons
greatly enhances the Learning Centre".
A small team installed the exhibition in place on Monday 25 March. The
exhibition is a credit to the club. Do go along, see the display, take your
camera and enjoy the gardens - you may even get some photos for our
next exhibition!.
Clive Haynes FRPS.
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2 pictures of the set-up from Jenny Rees Mann.

Picture of the month: Check Mate, by Brian Eacock ARPS DPAGB
Something a bit different - enjoy!
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Dates for the diary

Competitions &
exhibitions

Six WCC members are visiting Liberty’s in

Worcestershire Wildlife Trust calendar Ringwood again this coming Wednesday.
Barrie has arranged a reptile workshop this
comp .
time,

tickets here.

photographing

14 April Droitwich Canal stroll with WWT.

Cheltenham Salon closes TODAY 1 April. chameleons, bearded dragons, geckos and
pythons plus the odd tarantula or two,
FIAP, GPU, PSA, PAGB.

17 April and 4 May WCC phototrip - Brick

Heather intends to hide or go for a walk

Lane. April trip is pretty full but May is still

during this session. Look out for members’

open, so do sign up. How about adding a

images next week!

trip yourself?

Tuesday 2 April 1000-1300 Wilder Future

To 30 April. This free exhibition is open-

Not photographic, but those of you with

air in public space so viewable all day.

Portrait of Britain 18 April deadline.
British

Wildlife

Photography

hopefully

13 April MCPF Championships 2019. Buy

Awards

closes 6 April.

BioPhotoContest Deadline extended to 4 nature interests might wish to go… Free.

The latest winning images from Travel

April. It will be possible to upload images

Photographer of the Year are on display

on your account within 5 days after the new 3-23 April WCC @ Spetchley.

at London Bridge City SE1 2DB. Visitors

deadline.

can
Curious about Hereford? 6 - 28 April.

for

their

favourite

image

at tpoty.photo, and everybody who votes
will be entered into a draw for a range of

Comedy Wildlife Awards deadline 30 June.
6-7 April NGS Whitlenge Gardens.

Win a safari! Free.

vote

prizes including a full-day one-to-one
private photography lesson with TPOTY

Advance notice - Devon Nature and 7 April pm NGS Bylane, Earls Croome.

founder Chris Coe. Photowalks are also

Landscape 2019 Open 1- 31 May. Free.

available. See website for more details.
6-7 April

The

Wars of the

Roses

TPA Seascapes. Win a Campark action Federation at Avoncroft with a celebration
of medieval New Year. The households
camera. Closes 30 April.

4-5 May Speed into Spring, Shelsley
Walsh for something a bit different.

will show their domestic and military skills.
Saturday 18 May 2019

BBC April themes
● Departure: 2 April 2019

13

April

Rachel

Talibart,

● Mirror mirror: 9 April 2019

photographer,speaking at Stourbridge PS.

● Performance: 16 April 2019

fine

art

Malvern Hills Walk (St Richard’s Hospice).

Commercial

● Connections: 23 April 2019

Spanish wildlife phototrip

● Spur of the moment: 30 April

Member Jeff Steady draws our attention to a place available on this trip.
Telegraph Travel The Big Picture - win Ashley Grove has a spare place on a visit to Spain to photograph (truly wild) golden eagles
Trailfinders vouchers.

and vultures and more on 14-19 June. Harry and I went two years ago and you may have
seen my eagle pictures.
More info can be found here.

Bluebells workshop
BPE

I will be running the Dinefwr Workshop on the 25th April.
I hope the bluebells will be good then!

Andy Davies.

Rushden Open - 7 April.
Robin Hood closes 20 April.
Neath closes 21 April
Midland Monochrome closes 17 May.

In other news…
PAGB enews 227 and

Free Trial
Try out The Societies for 30 days free of charge! The Societies is one of the world's
largest organisations for pro and aspiring photographers. Members receive a range of
benefits to help them in their careers and businesses.with access to our international
photographic competitions, photographic Forum and Members-only Facebook group,

227 Extra featuring a centenarian who has comprehensive business listing, online gallery, Professional Imagemaker magazine and a
been a camera club member for 73 years!

great deal more. More information please see here.
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In the garden with Malcolm
Three

lovely

spring

images

from
Malcolm Haynes.
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Grazing at Hay Tor
A couple of images from Clive’s recent travels. Clive Haynes FRPS
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A final fractal fling from Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2
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